The Cable Report 2015 (Second Edition)

Description:  This is the 2nd edition of the StatPlan Cable Report. The report sizes demand for insulated energy cable, bare energy conductors, metal telecoms cable, fibre optic cable, superconductors, winding wire and mechanical steel rope from 2015 to 2020.

The report estimates the global energy and communications wire and cable market at $186 billion in 2014. The report predicts future market trends in volume and value, and examines the factors affecting price. Production and manufacture are surveyed.

The global market, regions and 14 major countries are surveyed with detailed reports.

- Production
- Demand
- Analysis of end-user sectors
- Production capacity utilisation
- Manufacturer shares
- Regional surveys
- Major country surveys
- Market drivers
- Price trends
- Leading profit earners
- Superconductors, current status and market potential
- Metal theft
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